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Federal Tax Liens "Stick It" to Entireties
By Robert C.Meyer,Esq. Robert C.Meyer, P.A.,Miami,Florida
The simplest concepts become convoluted when federal and state laws
intertwine or conflict. Until the 2002
Supreme Court in Craft affirmatively
responded to the question of whether
a federal tax lien that arises by operation offederallaw attaches to "all
property and rights to property" of a
delinquent taxpayer (26 U.s.C. §
6321), including the delinquent
taxpayer's rights in property held as
a tenant by the entirety,l there was
confusion whether to apply federal
tax laws on "property" as opposed to
applying state laws of "property."
Craft establishes that the collection
rights of the taxing authorities
clearly exceed the private creditor's
collection rights in states which have
a tenancy by the entirety property
right. Florida residents are significantly affected as Florida's tenancy
by the entirety, which clearly
shielded assets from creditors for
over a century,2 cannot shield the
entiretical property from a federal
tax lien after the Craft ruling.
The Sixteenth Century English
law devised entireties estates to
serve numerous ends which no
longer have merit: military organization in feudal states, male supremacy,
and scriptural literalism. Florida had
held the need to preserve entireties.3
Since that time, democracy and liberation have abounded. The British
abolished entirety estates in 1925.4
Subsequently, some American jurisdictions abolished the same. Florida,
unlike those other jurisdictions, continues to uphold tenancy by entirety
ownership in real property and has
expanded such ownership interest to
personal property. At the same time,
the Twentieth Century established
title 26 of the United States Code
(Tax Code) and created statutory language which the Supreme Court interpreted to overcome entireties concepts.
All tenancy by entirety properties
are not equal. 5 Certain jurisdictions
are referred to as "full bar states" and
others are called "modified bar
states."6 In full bar states, creditors
against one spouse cannot attach to
the entireties property or interests. 7
In modified bar states, creditors can
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attach to entireties but subject to the
right of the nondebtor spouse.8 The
full bar states were of greatest concern to the IRS as they imposed
greater limitations on creditor rights
and remedies. Florida - a full bar tenancy by entirety state - established
tenancy by the entirety to be a creditor immunization which expansively
protects real and personal property.9
When a federal tax lien against
Mr. Craft could not attach to his en-

fore reviewing the Craft decision, one
must look to its extremely important
predecessor, Drye v. United States,
528 US 49,120 S. Ct. 474,145 L. Ed.
2d. 466 (1999). Drye commenced
change to the concepts of property in
regard to federal tax liens.13 Drye
clarified the conflicting federal court
decisions on how to interpret state
law and federal law when interpreting federal tax lien attachment cases.
Drye included grotesque facts
tireties real property,10 an appeal en- which the taxing authority implored
sued. The appeal before the Supreme as evidence of abusive tax planning.
Court in Craft cited the reasons to Mr. Drye, who owed approximately
reverse were: 1) a taxpayer who owns $325,000.00 to the IRS, and was
entireties property in states where deemed to be insolvent because his
creditors cannot attach such property only valuable assets were held as tenfor the debts of only one spouse is ancy by the entirety, received an intreated more favorably than a tax- heritance from his intestate mother.
payer who owns property in states
Mr. Drye was the sole heir of a
where creditors are permitted by $230,000.00 estate and was apstate law to attach such property; 2) pointed administrator of the estate.
the immunization of entireties prop- Within six (6) months, he filed a Writ
erty provides an avenue for easy to Disclaim any interest in his
avoidance of federal income tax laws; mother's estate, clearly to avoid tax3) significant opportunities for ex- able events from the IRS lien attachtraordinarily facile evasion of tax ing to that money. Two days later, he
obligations exist with the entireties
resigned as the administrator of that
exemption; 4) because personal prop- estate and was succeeded by his
erty as well as real property may be daughter. The daughter thereafter
held in tenancy by the entirety, finan- placed all the inheritance money into
cial assets may be purchased with a spendthrift trust which named Mr.
untaxed income and shielded from Drye, his wife, and daughter as the
tax collection process through the beneficiaries ofthe spendthrift trust.
simple artifice of placing ownership Under state law, these assets were
in the "marital unit" through a ten- clearly shielded from creditors as the
ancy by the entirety; and 5) the beneficiaries of the trust. The IRS
amount of potential loss of revenue filed a tax lien notice against the
effected by the immunization of en- trust and commenced a levy on the
tireties property is extreme.11 The accounts. The trust responded with a
Department of Justice argued the § 7426 lawsuit14 to which a countertaxing authorities should attach to claim was filed by the IRS against the
entireties properties for economically trustee and the beneficiaries as well
persuasive (avoid loss of revenue),
as the trust. The Eighth Circuit, afpermissibly punishing (harm those firming the District Court, ruled for
who use evasive strategies), and the IRS in Drye.15
democratically derived (treats all
Drye is not important under these
taxpayers alike, regardless of resi- facts. How Drye transcends its nardent state) reasons. The Department
row issue is very important. The Suof Justice, in its brief, recognized that preme Court, once and for all, clarithe true aim of this issue was to de- fied the intertwined relationship
feat the 14 states which created an between state law and federal tax
"entireties bar" in what it described lien law in regard to federal tax lien
as "full bar states."12
attachment on "property." "Property"
The destruction of the entireties
for tax lien purposes was defined by
bar as to federal tax liens was not Drye to be a "federal" issue.
created by the Craft case alone. BeDrye establishes that the analysis
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of federal tax lien attachment is twopronged. The jurisprudence of tax
lien law had previously interpreted
those two prongs in a different manner than the Supreme Court did in
Drye. The initial prong involves describing the property interest and its
existence. This analysis utilizes state
law only. This was not a change. The
second prong involves characterization of the property. Drye establishes
this to be a question of federal law
when a federal tax lien is at issue.
This was a change. Before Drye, the
second prong often was interpreted
under state law.This change harmed
the planners in Drye and Craft.
"Property" under state law is vastly
different than "property" under federal law. Drye describes numerous
criteria for "property" and concludes
that the definition is extremely expansive. "Property" under federal law
includes: "every species of right or
interest protected by law and having
an exchangeable value."!6 The "property" of Drye includes:
"A right to gain possession of an
item, even if such possession does
not include ownership;"!7

.
.

order for an asset to be "property" or
"right to property" under federal law,
the IRS should show some of the five
elements. The IRS does not need to
show all five elements. Proof of a few
would suffice. Amazingly, tenancy by
the entirety (immune under state
law) is clearly not immune under federallaw as it holds all five elements,
which are:
1) the debtor spouse's entireties interest is protected by law26;
2) the debtor's spouse must "possess"
or have "within his/her reach to
enjoy" the asset27
3) the debtor spouse's entirety should
be "exchangeable" and "transferable."28
4) the debtor spouse's entireties interest should be "valuable" at pecuniary value."29
5) the debtor spouse should have a
beneficial interest in the property,
not just bear legal title and not a

mere expectancy. 30

5) The right to become a tenant in
common with equal shares upon
divorce;
6) The right to sell the property with
the respondent's consent and to receive half the proceeds from such
a sale;
7) The right to place an incumbrance
on the property
with the
respondent's consent; and
8) The right to block the respondent
from selling or encumbering the
property unilaterally.32
Those ownership interests comprise what the court calls "essential
sticks in the bundle of rights that are
commonly characterized
as property."33Craft countered that state law
prohibitions on tenancy by the entirety property - most importantly
Craft's inability to unilaterally transfer the asset - proved that his property interest was not attachable as
his alienable interest depended upon
the termination of his marriage either by death or divorce - made his
interest merely that of a conditional
owner. The Court responded that,

From Dryecame Craft. In Craft, the
Court recreated a metaphor of having
conUnued..
property be more than just bricks and
Assets or items available to the
mortar or real estaxpayer "within his/her reach to tate, but characenjoy;"18
terized property
"Any beneficial interest as opposed as "sticks" in a
What can help keep you
bundle which cuto 'bare legal title' in the asset;"!9
out of court. or support JOu
mulatively
cre"A valuable, transferable,
legally
ated "property."
once youtre tht.-re?
protected right to the property at In
Craft, the
issue;"20
An
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"Rights or interests that have pe- constituted a poscuniary value and are transfersessory interest of
A Nationwide;
able;" and21
"property" within
Valuation Firm
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from
sets as possible.24Interestingly, Drye
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against entireties property failed for
three doctrinal reasons: (a) the IRS,
not an ordinary or private creditor,
has rights to collect against all prop"this court has already stated that
erties but those which are exempted
federal tax liens may attach to prop- by the IRS rules or 26 US.C.
§6334 (a)36;(b) entireties property is
erty that cannot be unilaterally
alienated."34 The US. Supreme
an exemption to collection as opposed
to a shield for taxpayers from federal
Court's language can be neither
stronger nor more blunt as it broadly tax liens; 37 and (c) state law on collection is irrelevant as one looks to
defines property to be any property
even when such property cannot be state law only to ascertain ownership
unilaterally
alienated. Such lan- or "property" interests on the propguage clearly was drafted to affect erty sought to be attached by the tax
lien.38
entireties property as an entireties'
Moreover, a broadly versed clause
property interest is one of a few ownership interests that cannot be uni- of26 U.s.e. § 6334 states specifically
laterallyalienated.35
that unless the property is listed in §
Between those two decisions, Drye 6334(a) as exempt, the property will
and Craft, tenancy by entirety prop- not be deemed exempt.39 The aboveerty, under federal definitions of the described doctrinal reasons no longer
terms "property"
or "property
stand as the tax lien collectors' argurights,"is subject to the attack ofthe
ment. The US. Supreme Court has
United States tax lien collectors, as determined that the "bundle of
opposed to private creditors; and, the sticks" definition of property in a fedUS. tax collectors can now freely at- eral context will allow the IRS liens
tach against almost all jointly held to attach to most tangible property,
properties. In many critics' minds, with the exception being only those
this conclusion was inevitable. One exempt under § 6334(a).40
The recent metamorphosis of the
critic has claimed that prohibiting
the US. tax collectors from collecting tax lien attachment has been relatively quick. In
fact, one could conceivably
argue
that the Department ofJustice has
very wisely and
adeptly
utilized
the appropriate
As proud sponsors of the
cases to reach its
Tax Section of The Florida Bar,
goal in an admiraFI.AH&.COMPANYthanks
bly quick fashion Richard B. Comiterforall of his hatd work
in a matter
of
as O>.air. His dedication and fine character
years it has allowed tax liens to
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attach to entireties
property. The utilization of Drye to
obtain a proclamation by the Supreme Court that
federal law defines
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US.C. § 6321 dras:Eep""..tte, Suit<t166) -2ZZ ~~
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other
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tian by the federal tax lien collector.
No longer can the term "property" be
reviewed under state law alone. Instead. as stated by the Supreme
Court, the determination
of whether
"sticks" are "property" for the federal
tax lien statute is a question exclusively of federallawY
One open issue remains. The Craft
court stated near the ending of its
opinion that an expectancy to property mayor may not be "property" as
defined under 26 US.C. § 6321. The
court admitted that, ". . .we suggested
in Drye [that an expectancy] would
not constitute 'property' for the purposes of federal tax lien."42 The Supreme Court followed that, "[We do
not mean to suggest] that an expectancy that has pecuniary
value. .
.would fall within § 6321 prior to the
time it ripens into a present estate."43
The court left open this question as
it stated that, "[Djrye did not decide
this question.
however, nor do we
need to do so here."44 The court concluded, "it is therefore not necessary
to decide whether the right to survivorship alone would qualify as 'property' or 'rights to property' under §
6321."45
The expectancy of property to be
included as "property" which would
then be subject to attachment would
be the greatest victory for the tax lien
collector. Expectancy of property was
tangentially used as a defense to lien
attachment.
Mr. Craft argued that
his ownership of the entireties property was an expectancy of property
as his ownership would not become
pronounced until he could alienate
the property. Craft concluded that
the power to alienate the property
would only arise upon his marriage's
termination
by death or divorce. The
Supreme Court countered that entireties property is property under
the "sticks in a bundle" metaphor
analysis as described above.46 The
court countered this matter quickly
by reviewing the five (5) elements of
ownership as described above [see
footnotes 25 - 29].
Within the United States Supreme
Court, the Craft ruling has its critics. Justices Scalia. Stevens and Thomas, some of the more published
members of that court on codified
law, wrote strong dissents. Justice
Thomas wrote that the entire opinion was an, ". . . amorphus construct
[which] ignores the primacy of state

law in defining property interest,
eviscerates the statutory distinction
between 'property' and 'rights to
property' drawn by § 6321, and conflicts with an unbroken line of authority from this Court, the lower
courts, and the IRS."47Justice Thomas concluded, "I would affirm the
Court of Appeals and hold that Mr.
Craft did not have 'property' or 'rights
to property' to which the federal tax
lien could attach."48
Moreover, Justice Thomas astutely
recognized the distinction between
Drye and its progeny with Craft. The
cases relied upon for the ruling of
Craft were Drye, supra., United
States v.Mitchell, 403 U.S. 190 (1971)
and United States v. Irvine, 511 U.S.
224 (1994). All those cases dealt with
property belonging to a taxpayer who
thereafter utilized state law to disclaim or exempt the property from
the federal tax liability. For instance,
in Drye, the debtor had no less than
an inchoate ownership of the intestate estate of his mother, but attempted to utilize state law to divest
himself of such interest, and create a
spendthrift trust to prohibit or exempt the property from creditor attack. It is clear that at the time of the
disinheritance,49 Drye had some ownership interest in the property and
the lien attached at the moment of
Mr. Craft's mother's death. Drye,
Irvine, and Mitchell were not concerned about the term "property" but
were rather looking to state laws to
exempt property after the federal tax
liability and the property interest
had been created.
Justice Thomas concludes that the
federal law of "property. . . creates a
new federal common law of property."50Much to Justice Thomas' discern, federal law on "property" will be
a largely litigated issue ofthe future.
Property will no longer be an exclusively state issue. In federal tax lien
collection practice, the definition of
"property" will be reviewed extensively by the federal courts with a
new federal jurisprudence; and, federal common law will arise in defining what assets are "property" to
which the lien can attach. The federal
term "property" may eventually include "expectancy of property."51
Conclusion
In states like Florida, an "absolute
bar state" for tenancy by the entirety

By operation of Michigan law

property, it is clear that the federal

10

tax lien issues are now of paramount
concern. The practitioner must make
every attempt to avoid a lien from
arising. Once that lien has arisen, the
Craft decision permits that lien to
attach to almost any type of entireties property, and the war is almost

II Reasons cited in Department
of Justice's
Petition for Writ of Certoriari
12 See footnote 14 and 16 of Petition for a
Writ Certiorari
filed by the Department
of
Justice, in United States v. Craft, Case No.:
00-1831.

over. 52 As stated

15 Drye Family 1995 Trust v. United
152 F.3d 892 (8th Cir. 1998)

Johnson,
ordinary

by Professor

the tax collector is not an
creditor with ordinary col-

lection activity. 53 Instead, onlythose
certain properties exempted under
26 U.s.e. § 6334(a)54 are absolutely
immune to tax attachment or collection after the lien has been created.
That list is modest and leaves very
little in value to the taxpayer. The
revenue collection procedures of the
Internal Revenue Service have been
greatly enhanced by the Craft ruling
and addressing those issues will be
vitally important for the married
debtor who jointly owns property in
Florida with his or her spouse.55
Endnotes:
I

United States v. Craft, 535 US. 274. 122

S. Ct. 1414. 1521. Ed. 2d. 437 (2002)
2 Having a tenancy by the entirety and proving it are different issues. Proof has been established to be derived from a review as follows:
A viable tenancy by the entirety. with regard
to either realty or personalty. must possess
always and at the same time the following
characteristics of form: unity of possession
uoint ownership and control); unity of interest (the interests must be the same); unity of
title (the interests must originate in the same
instrument); unity of time (the interests must
commence simultaneously); and, the unity of
marriage.
First Nat1 Bank of Leesburg v.Hector Supp~y Co., 254 So.2d 777, 781 (Fla. 1971)
3

UnitedStates v.Gurley,415 F.2d.144, 149

(5'h Cir. 1969)

4 Law of Property Act, 1925. 15 and 16 Ceo.
5, Ch. 20, § 37 (Eng).
5 Florida, not surprisingly, is endowed with
the greatest debtor-protective entireties concept.
6 The full bar states include Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Hawaii, Indiana,
Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri,
North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Vermont, Virginia, Virgin Islands, ahd
Wyoming. The modified bar states include
Arkansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Montana, New Jersey, Oregon, and Tennessee.
7
For instance, a judgment against one
spouse cannot attach to property clearly
owned by husband and wife.
8
Perhaps the best written opinion regarding the contrasting
rights of a party against
tenancy by the entirety property is the Fourth
Circuit's Sumy v. Schlossberg, 777 F.2d 921
(4th Cir. 1985)
9

See Dzikowski v.Blais, 220B.R.485,490-

13 Dryeand Craft overturn Us. v. Gurley, 415
F.2d. 144 (5'h Cir. 1969) and its progeny.
14

See 26 US.C. § 7246(a)(1)

16

Drye,120 S. Ct. at 480

17

Drye, 120 S. Ct. at 481

States,

18 Drye, 120 S. Ct. at 482
19 Drye. 120 S. Ct. at 482
20 Drye, 120 S. Ct. at 482
21 Drye, 120 S. Ct. at 482
22 Drye, 120 S. Ct. at 482
23 In Craft, the court recited language that
stated. "the statutory
language authorized in
the tax lien 'is broad and reveals on its face
that Congress meant to reach every interest
in property that a taxpayer might have.'" citing United States v. National Bank of Cammerce, 472 US., 713. at 719-720 (1985). Craft,
122 S. Ct. at 1422.
24

Craft,122S. Ct. at 1422.

25 Drye.l20 S. Ct. at 481-482
26 Drye. 120 S. Ct. at 480
27 Drye, 120 S. Ct. at 482
28 Drye. 120 S. Ct. at 482
29 Drye, 120 S. Ct. at 482
30 Drye, 120 S. Ct. at 482
31 The Tax Code's definition
property.
32 Craft, 122 S. Ct. at 1423.
33

of attachable

Craft, 122 S. Ct. at 1423, citing Kaiser

Aetna v. United States, 44 US. 164, 176 (1979);
LoretlO v. Teleprompter $CATV Corp., 458 US
419,435 (1982).
34

Craft, 122 S. Ct. at 1423, citing United

States
35

v. Rogers, 461 US 77 (1983)

The other somewhat inalienable

owner-

ship is community
property, but community
property is not entirely inalienable.
36 Sec. 6334. - Property
exempt from levy
(a) Enumeration
There shall be exempt from levy (1) Wearing apparel and school books
Such items of wearing
apparel
and such
school books as are necessary for the taxpayer
or for members of his family;
(2) Fuel, provisions,
furniture,
and personal effects
So much of the fuel, provisions, furni ture, and
personal effects in the taxpayer's
household,
and of the arms for personal use, livestock,
and poultry of the taxpayer, as does not exceed $6,250 in value;
(3) Books and tools of a trade, business, or
profession
So many of the books and tools necessary for
the trade, business, or profession of the taxpayer as do not exceed in the aggregate
$3,125 in value.
(4) Unemployment
benefits
Any amount payable to an individual
with
respect to his unemployment
(including any
portion thereof payable with respect to dependents) under an unemployment
compensation
law of the United States, of any State, or of
the District of Columbia or of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
(5) Undelivered
mail

491 (S D Fla. 1997) and In re Planas, 1998
US Dist. LEXIS 20524 (S.D.Fla. 1998)
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Mail, addressed to any person, which has
not been delivered to the addressee.
(6) Certain annuity and pension payments
Annuity or pension payments under the
Railroad Retirement Act, benefits under the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, special pension payments received by a person
whose name has been entered on the Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard Medal of
Honor roll (38 U.S.C. 1562), and annuities
based on retired or retainer pay under chapter 73 of title 10 of the United States Code.
(7) Workmen's compensation
Any amount payable to an individual as
workmen's compensation (including any portion thereof payable with respect to dependents) under a workmen's compensation law
of the United States, any State, the District
of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico.
(8) Judgments for support of minor children
If the taxpayer is required by judgment of a
court of competent jurisdiction, entered prior
to the date of levy, to contribute to the support of his minor children, so much of his salary, wages, or other income as is necessary to
comply with such judgment.
(9) Minimum exemption for wages, salary,
and other income
Any amount payable to or received by an individual as wages or salary for personal services, or as income derived from other sources,
during any period, to the extent that the total of such amounts payable to or received by
him during such period does not exceed the
applicable exempt amount determined under
subsection (d).
(10) Certain service-connected disability
payments
Any amount payable to an individual as a
service-connected (within the meaning of section 101(16) of title 38, United States Code)
disability benefit under (A) subchapter II, III, IV, V.. [Il or VI of
chapter 11 of such title 38, or
(B) chapter 13,21,23,31,32,34,35,37,
or 39 of such title 38.
(II) Certain public assistance payments
Any amount payable to an individual as a
recipient of public assistance under (A) title IV or title XVI (relating to supplemental security income for the aged, blind,
and disabled) of the Social Security Act, or
(B) State or local government public ass is-

tance or public welfare programs for which
eligibility is determined by a needs or income
test.
(12) Assistance under Job Training Partnership Act
Any amount payable to a participant under
the Job Training Partnership Act (29 U.s.e.
1501 et seq.) from funds appropriated pursuant to such Act.
(13) Residences exempt in small deficiency
cases and principal residences and certain
business assets exempt in absence of certain
approval or jeopardy
(A) Residences in small deficiency cases
If the amount of the levy does not exceed
$5,000 (I) any real property used as a residence
by the taxpayer; or
(ii) any real property of the taxpayer (other
than real property which is rented)
used by any other individual as a residence.
(B) Principal residences and certain
business assets
Except to the extent provided in subsection (e)(I) the principal residence of the taxpayer (within the meaning of section 121); and
(ii) tangible personal property or real property (other than real property which is
rented) used in the trade or business of an
individual taxpayer.
37

United States \'. National Bank of Com-

merce, 472 U.S. 713, 722-723 (1985)
38
Johnson, After Drye: Likely Attachment of
the Federal Tax Lien to Tenancy by the Entireties Interest, 75 Ind. L.J. 1163, 1172-1174
(2000)
39 Sec. 6334.(c) No other
property
exempt
Notwithstanding any other law ofthe United
States (including section 207 of the Social
Security Act), no property or rights to property shall be exempt from levy other than the
property specifically made exempt by subsection (a).
40
The court wrote:
A common idiom describes
property
as a
'bundle of sticks' - a collection of individual
rights which, in certain combinations,
constitute property.
State law determines
only
which
sticks
are in a person's
bundle.
Whether those sticks qualify as .property" for
purposes of federal tax lien statute is a question of federal law.
Craft, 122 S. Ct. at 1420.
41
42
43
44

45

Before Craft, all entireties properties were
not subject to creditor or tax attack because
of the fact that the unilateral alienation prohibition of such property demanded the death
(or divorce) of one spouse to make the property become vested in the name of the taxpayer or debtor which would be deemed or
arguably deemed an ownership interest only
as a right of survivorship. That right of survivorship did inherit the whole of the estate is
the argument of Craft that his ownership interest was merely an "expectancy which
would not be property" under 26 U.S.C. §
6321.
47 Craft, 122 S. Ct. at 1427.
48 Craft, 122 S. Ct. at 1427.
49
Note, this is not a transfer according to the
Western District of Oklahoma Bankruptcy
Court. In re Faulk, 281 B.R. 15 (Bankr. WD.
Ok. 2002)
50 Drye, 122 S. Ct. at 1428.
51 It is very likely that Justices Stevens, Thomas, and Scalia will absolutely rule against
incorporating expectancy of property as collectable or attachable property for tax lien
purposes. However, under the appropriate circumstances, the Department of Justice may
want to bring the expectancy of property issue before the Supreme Court.
52 Although the war may appear to be over
to the nonbankruptcy practitioner, a Chapter
13 petition allows one less jab against the IRS.
In the case of In re Basher. 291 B.R.
357(Bankr. E.D. Pa 2003), the bankruptcy
court allowed the debtor to strip the lien of
the IRS pursuant to an evaluation of the secured claim. The secured claim's value was
"replacement value" as required under Associates Commercial Corp. v.Rash, 520 U.S. 953,
138 L. Ed. 2d. 148, 117 S. Ct. 1879 (1997). The
debtor can utilize 11 U.s.C. § 1325 (to strip
the lien). Interestingly, the court's description
of the equity in the home was not an absolute
50/50 split between the debtor husband and
his non-debtor spouse. The court required
that there be a review made under the formula of 50% modified by a percentage reflective of the debtor's survivorship interest as
measured by applicable joint-life mortality
tables. As woman - according to the actuarial
tables reflect - outlive their spouses, their
interest in the entireties property is adjusted
by their longer lives. Basher at 367.
53 After Dlye: Likely Attachment of the Federal Tax Lien to Tenancy by the Entireties Interest, 75 Ind. L.J. 1163, 1172-1174 (2000)
46

See footnote 34 above.

Craft, 122S. Ct. at 1420.

54

Drye, footnote 7 of the opinion
Drye, 120 S. Ct. at 482.
Craft, 122 S. Ct. at 1424.
Craft, 122 S. Ct. at 1424.

55 The homestead, although not exempt,
probably will not be subjected to execution.
Homesteads are specifically exempt for small
deficiency cases. 26 U.s.e. § 6334 (a)(l3)(A).
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